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ABSTRACT

In order for intelligent interfaces to provide proactive
assistance, they must customize their behavior based on the
user’s task context. Existing systems often assess context
based on a single snapshot of the user’s current activities
(e.g., examining the content of the document that the user is
currently consulting). However, an accurate picture of the
user’s context may depend not only on this local
information, but also on information about the user’s
behavior over time. This paper discusses work on a
recommender system, Calvin, which learns to identify
broader contexts by relating documents that tend to be
accessed together.
Calvin’s text analysis algorithm,
WordSieve, develops term vector descriptions of these
contexts in real time, without needing to accumulate
comprehensive statistics about an entire corpus. Calvin
uses these descriptions (1) to index documents to suggest
them in similar future contexts and (2) to formulate contextbased queries for search engines. Results of initial
experiments are encouraging for the approach’s improved
ability to associate documents with the research tasks in
which they were consulted, compared to methods using
only local information. This paper sketches the project
goals, the current implementation of the system, and plans
for its continued development and evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

Personal information agents need to extract information
about a user's task context and use this knowledge to
provide assistance, such as suggesting relevant new
documents to the user, or reminding the user of documents
that have been useful in similar contexts in the past. To be
acceptable to users, these agents need to learn
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Figure 1 Calvin's web based interface
unobtrusively, with relatively little explicit feedback from
the user [1]. We are developing a recommender system,
Calvin, and a text analysis algorithm, WordSieve, to
unobtrusively use the context of previous document
accesses to suggest documents used in similar prior
contexts.
Calvin monitors user browsing to capture and proactively
provide task-relevant information.
Other personal
information agents, such as Letiza [6] and Watson [5] have
similar aims. What distinguishes Calvin’s approach is that
rather than retrieving documents based solely on local
information, Calvin extracts information about how the user
tends to access groups of documents over time, and predicts
document relevance based on similarity of the extended
sessions within which various documents are accessed. To
illustrate, consider the example of a person reading a web
page about IBM’s intelligent agents project. The user
might be interested specifically in agents, in which case this
page is probably being used as a source of information
about agents. Alternatively, the user might be interested in
jobs at IBM, in which case this page is probably being used
as a place to learn more about the company. Studying
document content alone will not enable distinguishing these

two situations. Sufficient local task information may enable
making this distinction (e.g., if the user is writing a paper
about agents [5]). However, such information may not be
available if the user is simply performing a browsing task.
On the other hand, if the user tends to do research on
agents, accessing many documents about agents at a time,
and not many documents about IBM, then this pattern of
document accesses suggests that the user has come to this
page to learn about agents. In this case, the system should
present a page with information about agents—as Calvin
does in the screen shot for its recommendations in this
situation, shown in Figure 1.
WordSieve is a competitive learning text analysis algorithm
that can choose dimensions for a term vector space. It runs
fast enough to work in real time, while the user is accessing
documents, and requires no explicit feedback from the user.
Calvin uses WordSieve to automatically learn keywords
that tend to partition a user’s document access streams into
different contexts, and uses these terms to characterize the
user’s current context for the purpose of indexing and
searching. Initial tests are promising for its ability to
identify useful context descriptions, and the system is now
being scaled up and refined for larger-scale experiments.
CALVIN

Calvin observes users while they are browsing the WWW.
It also provides a means for indexing consulted documents
by the user’s current task context and retrieving documents
for suggestions. An early prototype of Calvin is discussed
in [4]. The architecture is being redesigned as a dynamic
multi-agent environment in which a variety of software
tools can simultaneously observe, analyze, and support the
user. The most recent version of Calvin is also totally webaccessible, supports multiple users concurrently, and
conducts background Internet searches on automatically
generated queries.
WORDSIEVE

WordSieve learns about a user's document access patterns
to generate term vector indices for document storage and
retrieval. The algorithm builds a persistent user profile
corresponding to user access patterns, and uses this profile
to index individual documents and identify similar contexts
in the future for appropriate retrieval. To be acceptable to
end users, such an algorithm needs to learn with relatively
little explicit feedback. To be practical for use in an
information retrieval agent, it does not have the luxury of
pre-analyzing the entire text corpus. These considerations
strongly influenced WordSieve’s design.
By studying each document when the user accesses it,
WordSieve identifies words that occur frequently for
periods of time, but are absent at other times. WordSieve is
built as a three layered competitive network in which words
effectively compete to maintain positions. The first layer is
a short-term memory that identifies the words that are
currently occurring frequently in the document stream
(whether or not significant). The second layer functions as

a long-term memory that identifies which of these words
tend to occur frequently over broader periods of time. The
third layer identifies which of these words occasionally
cease occurring, thus making them candidates for
partitioning sets of related documents.
Words that achieve appropriate values in this network
constitute a dictionary for for indexing, querying and
retrieval. In our initial tests, WordSieve outperformed
Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency at
generating vectors that were closely correlated with a vector
representation of the search task given to a user [3].
Status and Direction

Additional details on Calvin and WordSieve are available
in [3, 4]. Initial experiments with WordSieve have been
promising, so we are integrating the WordSieve context
analysis mechanism with the Calvin architecture to enable
full-scale tests of the algorithm as it performs “in the wild.”
We are also developing methods for more refined
evaluations of Calvin, including studies of whether
WordSieve generates more useful queries than other
possible methods, and enhancing WordSieve to be
responsive to co-occurrence of terms. This will help it
ignore spurious terms and identify context-relevant terms
that are not occurring during a specific browsing session, by
looking at terms that have co-occurred in the past with
relevant terms from the documents being accessed.
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